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About This Game

Welcome to helm! Steam and Metal — scroll shooter in the steampunk world. Hordes of steam enemies and huge bosses are
waiting to be destroyed. Spectacular levels of handcrafted pixels waiting for someone to pass through them. Scoundrels have

killed the professor and stolen his blueprints. Only his brave daughter in an experimental steamdriven aircraft is able to avenge
her father's death. When there are too many enemies — just shoot 'em all up!
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A pretty fun game that was only 1$ on sale. I feel very sorry for those who got it for 10 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing dollars.
This game has a "my first game" aesthetic and feel from the presentation to the graphics to the sounds to the gameplay.

This is boring as sin and very weak.

I cannot believe the asking price of this game... not even worth $0.25 and I mean that sincerely.

This is not a good game. It functions and doesn't crash. Those are the good aspects.. Reminds me of a more colourful and
humourous Battle Garegga (if they bring that to steam I'll sh\u00edt myself). Definitely one to try out if you have fond
memories of Mame emulated shmups of yore, especially with the worldwide leaderboard to show you how much you suck\/rule
compared to everyone else.. waiting for Flying Red Barrel to come out on steam, you might as well play this in the meantime

very cute fake old english tho

EDIT:changed rating from no to yes. I wish there was a neutral option, the game isn't brilliant but it's sorta fun.. I grab Steam
and Metal on 85% discount,
For that price and I can get a game, I think is a Good Game Deal.
Though Steam and Metal it doesn't impress much....on my 1st gameplay.
The game is not that crappy either, is acceptable for what it worth.
Steam & Metal gameplay is pretty barebone, we won't be getting any great or impressive power up.
The shootin not bad; but... just not that adrenaline rush if compare to other in same genre.
The power up just a from single stream of firing mode to triple stream firing mode,
Is has nothing much to offer and make us feel powerful or rewaded to battle the EVIL.
The graphic look pretty neat not messy.
The BGM is pretty cheesy and not bad overall.
The worst or what I dislike about this Steam & Metal,
we can't rebind our key and there is no resolution option, I haz sad.
Although the resolution can't be tuned yet the F.O.V is good with this game,
Unlike some other game that really make us a headache from the view.
About the control,
I has no idea about Keyboard and Mouse but with a 360 Controller, it feel pretty smooth.
I didn't realise there is DEMO for this game before I bought em.
But for the 85% discount and the little fun it haz offer me,
I think is worth to keep it in my library.
Try the DEMO or just bought em for the 75%-85% discount.

. died too easily. Nice intro!
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Steam and Metal is a pretty good game for what it is, now its story time.

You play as Judith the daughter of a brilliant professor and inventor who sadly after making his plans\/draft for his new
differential steam engine or DSE for short is killed and his plans taken by a terrorist.

Soon Judith finds her father and with his last breath begged his daughter to make sure his invention was not used for war. So
it\u2019s up to the young girl to get her farther work back and to see it used for good.

Okay now what I liked. The opening scene it was nice, I loved the anime art it had. Combat was fun hard but fun. Story was
good I liked how it did not take it self so seriously, like with the dialog.

The only bad thing it\u2019s a bit short you can beat it in an hour or more if you\u2019re going after the achievements and
price is a bit high for a short game like but not too bad.

So with that out of the way, this is pretty good game and I love to see a sequel of this game someday. Now if you want a good
Shoot 'Em Up\/Bullet Hell this could be a game your looking for.
. I had ton of fun playing it.

Recommended for any Shmup fan, even if the difficulty is not too high(specially if you are a veteran in the genre), it is very
enjoyable whit their colorful pixel art graphics and nice ost.

It has 6 levels each one themed differently , like: woods\/snow\/desert\/lava etc even on a beach
mechanics are simple, just shoot everything, the main gun has 3 levels and you can shoot rockets, that is basically all your
arsenal of weapons.

Combo\/points system works linking kills between each enemy and collecting the cogs enemies drop. Standard front-scrolling
shooter. But it when on sale. Mildly recommended... As shmups go this is way on the easy side. I got it on sale for a buck and I
think you can get 2-3 hours of fun out of it. I can recommend it for beginners to the genre if you can find it on sale again ^^.
Character art is kinda bland, and the playfield lacks shading, but it's still very pretty and handles well. Overall pretty good
shmup. If you do update, put in some baked in lighting to give the levels a little more contrast and bam, amazing visuals.
Generally a fun steampunk-themed vertical shmup, of a classic type rather than bullet hell. Features stage obstacles and a power-
up system.

The graphics are generally pleasing, but not spectacular. Ditto for the music.

The game's biggest problem is the color palette of its shots. A number of enemy bullets \u2014 especially those shot by bosses
\u2014 are grey cannonballs. This fits the aesthetic nicely, but it also has a tendency to blend into the background in a way that
bullets in a shmup never should. In later boss fights this can become a major problem.

The lack of rebindable controls is also a major drawback, especially as the bomb-equivalent is bound the the decidedly
nonstandard Ctrl key.. This game has a "my first game" aesthetic and feel from the presentation to the graphics to the sounds to
the gameplay.

This is boring as sin and very weak.

I cannot believe the asking price of this game... not even worth $0.25 and I mean that sincerely.

This is not a good game. It functions and doesn't crash. Those are the good aspects.
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